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ABSTRACT

The Ultrasonic Testing Laboratory at the CEA's Saclay Nuclear Research Centre has
developed an acquisition and processing system for ultrasonics (SPARTACUS).
SPARTACUS replaces conventional threshold systems, and offers many information
processing possibilities to help improve ultrasonic inspection. The paper describes the
different tools available and a number of applications. This type of system, which be
used both in the laboratory and on site, will facilitate flaw characterization and the
testing of high structural noise materials.

INTRODUCTION

The use of computerized ultrasonic testing over the past several years has helped
significantly to enhance the effectiveness or NDT. Conventional systems are routinely
used to acquire on the same support both the control parameters of an ultrasonic test
and the actual ultrasonic data {maximum amplitude and time of flight of one or more
echoes of which the amplitude exceeds a threshold in a validation gate). This type of
acquisition is associated with different types of image representation (CSCAN, BSCAN
etc), allowing the application of detection and dimensioning procedures.

In many cases, unfortunatelyn, these systems no longer help to meet the ever-stricter
requirements or NDT. Two types of limit may appear.

* The use of a threshed system becomes problematic, if not impossible, if the
signal to noise ratio is mediocre (as in high structural noise materials ;
composite, austenitic steel), and if the surface echo of the test piece is disturbed.

* All the techniques of characterization, sizing, or of improving the signal to noise
ratio making use of information processing cannot be employed Because the
complete form of the high frequency signaland hence its frequency content are
not accessible.



If is to overcome this type of problem that the SPARTACUS system was designed.

* In acquisition mode, SPARTACUS helps to record all the waveforms continuously
in numerical Form, and at a rate compatible with industrial requirements.

* In processing mode, SPARTACUS offers the expert vast processing and imaging
possibilities, which enable him to set up the analytical method adapted to a
specific problem, so that the industrial operator then has a tool capable of
diagnostic automation in complex testing situations.

ARCHITECTURE

The SPARTACUS acquisition system is architectured around an HP9000 graphic
workstation, associated with various peripherals (hard disc, numerical optical disc).
Two configurations are possible (fig. 1). One (SPARTACUS basic version) is used to
perform acquisition directlv with the HP9000 via a parallel card. In the second
(SPARTACUS VME version], acquisition is performed by a card installed on a VME
bus connected to the computer by a specialized interface. These two configurations
differ in their acquisition rate possibilities. The SPARTACUS processing version is itself
fully installed on the HP workstation.

ACQUISITION

The primary characteristic of the system is the asynchronism between mechanical
movement and ultrasonic acquisition : at each shot, the system reads the data from
the position encoders. The system therefore has no influence on the mechanical
movement, and is in a way slaved to it. It can therefore interface easily with the
existing mechanical systems.

The acquisition part of SPARTACUS actually covers three different functions :
adjustment, acquisition (reading and storage) and real-time monitoring. Figure 2
shows the graphie screen corresponding to an adjustment phase : it is accordingly
possible, in user friendly manner, to modify all the parameters of the ultrasonic circuit
or of the digitizer (gain, sampling). The associated multi windowing serves to display
simultaneaously the transmission echo and the signal over c considerable depth, the
window to the digitized (video or high frequency signal), and the corresponding
spectrum analyzer Tundion.

The ÎPARTACUS basic version corresponds today in optimal conditions to a
continuous rate of 200 kbytes/s. The SPARTACUS VME version will allow rates of 1
Mbyfes/s. During acquisition, real-times imaging serves (plan view) and DSCAN
images (sides view) corresponding to the overall inspection.

PROCESSING

The processing part of SPARTACUS relies on a first component : the operator has a
very wide possibility of analytical ressources. These ressources are modular and can
be chained very simply, even for complex operations. The operator can accordingly
access a large number of menus and parameters, enabling him, thanks to the very
user friendly operator interface, to appiy easily the different processings needed for
analysis.

The different possibilities can be classed in three main families :

* interactive imaging system,
' signal processing,
* image processing.



INTERACTIVE IMAGING SYSTEM

Imaging is an important aspect during the analysis of an ultrasonic test. Figure 3
shows the basic image system of SPARTACUS. The multi windowing system serves to
display simultaneously the CSCAN (plan view of test), the DSCAN (side view), the
BSCAN (for a given increment, the CSCAN as a function of time of flight), the
echodynamics (amplitude as a function of time of flight), the ASCAN (time signal
corresponding to the vertical cursor in the BSCAN), and the FSCAN (associated
spectral representation). The main characteristic of the system is its very high speed
which, by a set of interactive cursors, enables the operator to display the image(s) of
interest to him. It is also possible to reconstruct an image by taking account of the
transducer refraction angle and the propagation rate int he medium concerned (true
BSCAN image), which helps to determine the positions of the flaws in the thickness of
the material. Trie conventional imaging functions (zoom, thresholding) can obviously
be performed, as well as a 3D presentation to display the result of a test in the
thickness of the piece (fig.4).

SIGNAL PROCESSING j
!

The foregoing section showed that the ASCAN representation of the waveforms was ;
juxtaposed with a spectral representation. This type of representation helps to perform
certain processing tasks very simply :

* application of different filtering techniques, which can improve the signal to
noise ratio in certain case

* convolution and signal shaping operations
* work on the form of the signal itself and description of the indications in

accordance with different characteristics (correlation, time/frequency
representation).

In call cases, the processing can be carried out on all the ASCAN making up the
image, and the operator can evaluate the effect of any particular operation on the
BSCAN.

IMAGE PROCESSING

Several operations can be performed under the term image processing. To begin
with, it is possible to reconstruct the result that would have been obtained with a
conventional threshold system. The BSCAN image is then, segmented after a spatial
correlation in accordance with the characteristics of the transducer used. This image
processing can also be performed ont the entire acquisition, allowing the
segmentation of the CSCAN image. This segmentation phase is corresponding
practically to the automatic detection stage.

CONCLUSION AND PROSPECTS

Advances in information processing, combined with long experience in ultrasonic
acquisition and analysis, have helped to build an original, high performance tool
which considerably improves the resolution of delicate NDT problems. Although they
were developed in a nuclear setting (characterization of flaws during in service
inspection), their potential fields of application are basically unlimited : coarse grained
materials, austenitic steels, composites, testing of low thickness materials, fine analysis
and flaw characterization). The performance of the system is so effective (high
acquisition and processing rates) that SPARTACUS can be used as a laboratory tool
or as an expert system in an industrial environment.
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FIGURE 1 : SPARTACUS : TWO OPERATING CONFIGURATIONS

RGURE 2 : ACQUISITION PARAMETERS



FIGURE 3 : SPARTACUS : INTERACTIVE IMAGING, SIGNAL PROCESSING

FIGURE 4 : 3D IMAGING


